
General Chöpön Notes According to the 
Mindroling Tradition of the Nyingma 

 
Instructions by Lama Tharchin Rinpoche 

 
In Tibet, Lama Tharchin Rinpoche studied and practiced under the guidance of Kyabje Dudjom Rinpoche at 
the Lama Ling Gompa, Rigdzin Ga-Tsal, from age eight to twenty-five. Kyabje Dudjom Rinpoche and his 
main teacher at Lama Ling, Kushab Gyurme Dorje, were educated together at Mindroling Gompa in Central 
Tibet. Kushab Gyurme Dorje was renowned as an instructor of all ritual activities, such as ritual art, mandala 
proportion, sacred dance, sadhana melodies, musical instruments, and chöpön activities. He was Lama 
Tharchin Rinpoche’s main ritual instructor. All of Kyabje Dudjom Rinpoche’s students, from all over Tibet, 
Kham, Golok, Bhutan, India, Ladakh, and other areas, would come to Lama Ling to study with Kyabje 
Rinpoche and Kushab Gyurme Dorje. At Lama Ling, Lama Tharchin Rinpoche served as Head Chöpön for 
seven years, and also as Head Umdzé (chant leader) for five years, after practicing each aspect of ritual in 
turn, beginning with blowing the conch, and so forth. Lama Tharchin Rinpoche also served as a ritual teacher 
for Kyabje Dudjom Rinpoche’s students. After escaping Tibet for India in 1960, Lama Tharchin Rinpoche 
came to Kyabje Dudjom Rinpoche’s center in Kalimpong where he was asked to serve as chöpön at the 
Ngakpa Tsok Khang at Rigdzin Pema Ga-Tsal. He also taught there at Kyabje Dudjom Rinpoche’s Ani Tsok 
Khang. Later settling at Kyabje Dudjom Rinpoche’s seat in Orissa, India, Lama Tharchin Rinpoche served as 
gekö (head disciplinarian) and trained the chöpöns as well as serving other duties. 
 
These notes are based on Lama Tharchin Rinpoche’s oral instruction from his own extensive study, 
experience, and direct observation under Kyabje Dudjom Rinpoche and Kushab Gyurme Dorje’s instruction. 
Beginning in 1994, Rinpoche asked me to write them down as an aid for people who received instruction from 
him and to help preserve his instruction lineage. I apologize for any mistakes made due to my own incomplete 
and incorrect understanding. 
 
Diverse sadhanas and situations call for many different activities. These notes provide a basic outline and are 
not meant to be completely inclusive. You can often find more detailed instructions in the texts themselves. 
Lama Tharchin Tharchin Rinpoche has given more comprehensive instruction within the context of the 
drubdra three-year retreat, as well, and we hope to make those notes available. Rinpoche emphasizes the 
importance of being flexible and adapting to the needs of the particular setting, whether it is more or less 
elaborate, and so on. He also stresses the importance of being aware that each lineage, each branch of each 
lineage, and even each teacher may have different traditions. There is no one “correct” tradition. Be flexible 
and always follow the instructions of the Dorje Loppön if instructed differently from what’s written here. The 
chöpön is the loppön’s assistant, helping to carry out his or her activities. We always follow the instructions 
of our lineage wisdom holders rather than notes. 
 
Seven Line Prayer (hat): All Nyingma practices begin with recitation of the Seven Line Prayer, repeated 
three times. The gekö (disciplinarian), wearing a hat and a zen (religious shawl), lights a few sticks of incense 
from a bundle tied with a white silk khata and burns it around the shrine room making a Tibetan letter Chha 
(like an infinity sign); hold incense in the right hand with an upturned vajra fist at about heart level, and hold 
the tail of the khata in the left hand. Hold khata in a gentle relaxed way with some space, not pulled taut. In 
Mindroling style the puja benches are placed lengthwise with the rows facing each other. If this is the case, 
begin in front of the shrine moving in front of the first line of practitioners to the lamas and back around to 
the shrine, up and down the lines, etc. If appropriate, circumambulate the shrine (as with the drupchen 
mandala). If benches are arranged front to back or the space is too tight to go between rows, it’s fine to walk 
with the incense in the open space near the shrine. If there is no gekö, the chöpön may do this part. 
Traditionally there is a special incense holder for this. If not, use a bundle of incense with a few pieces pulled 
slightly up to light. Keep the incense generally together, not splayed apart. 
 
Kartor (White Torma): This is a torma offering to the local beings and protectors given in order to request 
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permission to use the site for practice. Generally during retreat, this torma is only offered on the first day. Not 
all sadhanas include a kartor offering (Lake-Born Vajra and Dorje Drolö Lay Jyang, for example, do not). 
Sometimes it will be added from another practice (such as Khandro Tuk-Tik), if needed. During the recitation 
of oneself arising as the wisdom being vanquishing the maras, place the kartor on a small tripod (khang-sum) 
and the gektor (obstructers’ red torma) under or just in front of the khang-sum toward the entrance to the 
shrine room (i.e., not up close to the lamas). One of the khang-sum’s feet should face directly to the front. 
With RAM YAM KHAM, sprinkle the tormas with bumchu (water from the bumpa vase) on the loppön’s table 
holding the bumdro (bumpa’s peacock feather wand) with your right hand. During the treasury of space 
mantra (nam-khai dzöd gyi chyak gya), hold the kartor up in the left hand and the serkyem (“golden drink”) 
cup by its stem in the right hand with a vajra fist1 toward the shrine center. Take out after offering recitation 
when loppön throws rice (or at sil-nyen cymbals). Offer upwards towards a high spot. If there is no kartor 
prepared, substitute with a pinch of rice in the serkyem.  
 
Gektor (Obstructers’ Red Torma) (hat): If there is a kartor, the gektor sits underneath the khang-sum until 
the kartor is offered. Otherwise, place the gektor on the khang-sum and sprinkle with bumchu at cleansing 
mantra (usually RAM YAM KHAM). During the three repetitions of the treasury of space mantra for the gektor, 
set the torma on the khang-sum and stand behind it. After the rolmo (cymbals), pick up the gektor, and in 
slightly bowed posture, hold the torma low at hip level in the right hand with the mini garuda mudra with the 
left hand under the plate palm up, the thumb just tucked into the palm. The chö-yok (chöpön’s assistant) 
should take the khang-sum away. Take out in bowed posture at the following mantra during the rolmo when 
the loppön throws mustard seed at the Sumbhani mantra. Offer the torma, throwing close to the ground to a 
low place away from the shrine room. The chö-yok burns gugul2 around the shrine room in the pöpol 
(incensor) when the gektor is taken out. Beginning in the rear of the shrine room, burn gugul throughout the 
lines of practitioners through the rolmo and set pöpol out back if gugul is still burning, or take gugul off the 
charcoal so it doesn’t continue to burn. If there is no chö-yok, the chöpön holds the pöpol with gugul with the 
left hand while holding the gektor in the usual manner and takes both out at the same time, returning to burn 
gugul in the shrine room through rolmo if there is time. If no gektor is prepared, substitute with rice3 and 
water on a small plate. During elaborate pujas, both the chöpön and chö-yok wear hats when offering the 
torma, i.e., when picking up the gektor after the rolmo. 
 
Descent of blessings (Jin-beb) (hat): Burn sang incense (juniper, sandalwood, cedar, sweet resin, etc. – not 
gugul) around the shrine room in a pöpol through the recitation and the following rolmo. Jin-beb has special 
incense (beb-dzay) to use when available. Be sure to use a separate pöpol from that used to burn gugul or 
completely remove any charcoal with gugul on it before offering sang. During more elaborate ceremonies 
(such as drupchen) holding the pöpol in the left hand, a five-colored yabtar in the right, and wearing a hat, 
standing in front of it during the recitation, circumambulate the mandala during the rolmo. The gekö also 
burns incense and leads the chöpön in circumambulating at certain times – see each sadhana’s instructions. 
When holding the pöpol in the right hand, gently swing it from side to side. Do not swing the pöpol while 
holding it in the left hand. Wave the yabtar at the end of each shaloka (four lines) and at the specified times 
during the rolmo. The Dorje loppön also waves a red or 5-colored yabtar during the initial rolmo and the rolmo 
following the recitation. If you do not have a pöpol and sang, then you can burn incense during the Jin-beb. 

 
1 Like when holding a wine stem; only during wrathful activity, serkyem stem is held by loppön in right hand with 
thumb on outside of bottom of stem and first two fingers holding inside. 
 
 2 A pungent resin used to dispel demonic influences. 

3 Called “chu-nay” - may use white rice, saffron rice, or any grain. 
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Blessing the offering substances (Chö Dzay Jyin-lab): Often comes immediately after jin-beb so chö-yok 
may do this. Open the lids of loppön's nang-chöd4, men5 and rakta6 on the shrine during the rolmo zil-beb 
before recitation; then pick up bumdro after opening all three; wave bumdro fan with a half pé-khor and 
sprinkle offering substances on the shrine two times with lay-chu (bumpa water) at “OM SOBHAWA...,” “RAM 
YAM KHAM,” or at beginning of recitation if mantra is not present; replace the lids at the end of this section 
after end of sil-nyen. Rinpoche recommends replacing the lids in the same order as they were opened. 
 
Invocation of the Wisdom Being (Chyen Dren) (hat): Wear a hat during elaborate pujas. Hold pöpol in 
right hand, burn sang moving around shrine room through recitation and following rolmo. You may do more 
elaborately, such as holding incense in right hand and pöpol in left hand with khata held between. If you do 
not have a pöpol with sang, then you can burn incense. 
 
Offerings: When there are extensive offerings (i.e., separate offerings of men, torma and rakta): 
Men: Standing in front of the center of the shrine or in the center aisle, hold men kapala above the level of 
one’s nose in the right palm with the narrow forehead part facing the shrine; hold the kapala using the right 
thumb, index finger and middle finger representing a khang-sum; stir with the left hand in a clockwise 
direction, holding the small spoon near its center between the thumb and ring finger. Pour men back into the 
kapala towards oneself at various times (such as with each shaloka) and with "KHAHI." When not stirring, 
hold the spoon up between ring finger and thumb. You may take siddhi blessings by setting kapala back on 
base and touching spoon with men to left ring finger, then touching one’s three places and tasting directly 
from your finger. 
Rakta: Leaving kapala on its base, stir counterclockwise with the right hand, holding small spoon between 
thumb and ring finger, pouring back into kapala at various times (such as with each shaloka) and with 
"KHAHI." In Namchak Putri, for example, it is different: the chöpön brings the rakta kapala and say-phur to 
the loppön before the rakta recitation to pierce. The rakta kapala is not stirred. 
 
Mantra recitation: The loppön may use a zungtak dorje7 during mantras to empower various substances, 
such as during an empowerment. Before picking up the zung-tak dorje, toss a small pinch of rice with your 
right hand and do a pé-khor mudra. First, set one of the dorjes upon the object to be sanctified (e.g., bumpa, 
torma). Then carefully unwind the second dorje and bring it to the loppön. With palm up, give the dorje to the 
loppön who will toss rice and do a pé-khor before taking it. Before taking the dorje back from the loppön, toss 
rice in front of the loppön with a pé-khor and take dorje back with palm up and rewind. Be sure to bring a 
pinch of rice with you since it is best not to take rice from the loppön’s table. Be careful not to let the string 
touch the floor and do not let anyone step over the string. If you need to cross it, carefully duck under the 

 
 4 "inner offering"; metal kapala on the dorje loppön's table, filled with alcohol and dudtsi 

 5 "medicine"; metal kapala to the right of the tormas on the shrine (the perspective is from the shrine’s right, our left when 
facing it); filled with alcohol and dudtsi containing the eight root and thousand branch substances; dudtsi is amrita, the 
substance which transforms the demons (dud) of the afflictive emotions (nyön-mong-pa) into wisdom (yeshé), making them 
shine (tsi) brightly; this is how one destroys the demons and recognizes or manifests their qualities 

 6 "blood"; metal kapala to the left of the tormas on the shrine (from the shrine perspective), filled with the 35 bloods from the 
elements; black tea may be used, preferably with rakta substance added; this is the support for desire/attachment (dö-chak gyi 
ten); as desire is the root of samsara, making an offering of desire is liberating desire and samsara 

 7 two dorjes connected by five-colored string, generally used during the drub-pa or wang-drub mantra during an 
empowerment and drupchen 
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string. 
Dharmapalas: Set up serkyem with black tea or alcohol and ba-ling or offering tormas. Have incense burning 
at the shrine. Sprinkle dharmapala tormas with bumchu at RAM YAM KHAM (etc.) at the beginning. There 
may be specific activities related to specific dharmapala practices and extensive dharmapalas. For instance, 
you may sprinkle the torma with men and rakta – consult text for those details. Traditionally, everyone wears 
hats for Dharmapalas. We put incense in the torma when offering at night as a signal to the dharmapala guests. 
Otherwise, the chöpön can run into them, which can cause illness. 
 
Tsok: Tsok is a feast offering to the deities of the mandala, the nature of our own intrinsic awareness. 
Traditionally, both male and female practitioners (yogis and yoginis) gather together to make this offering. 
 Prepare three plates or portions – tsok pü (first offering), dralwa (liberation) and lhagma 
(remainders)8, tsok chang (tsok offering alcohol with a little dudtsi) and portions for lamas and guests. Some 
sadhanas include a separate shakpa (confession) offering plate, though this is rarely done in the Dudjom Tersar 
and should be specified. Place alcohol and other drinks on the left side of the table (our right when facing the 
table), representing feminine wisdom; place meat, grain and other foods on the right side of the table (our left 
when facing the table), representing masculine skillful means. It is okay to use a low table, but do not put food 
or drink on the floor. Make tsok offerings generous and beautifully arranged, paying attention to keeping like 
foods together and offering a bit of everything. It is better to use smaller plates than to make a plate that looks 
skimpy. The three necessities are alcohol, meat and grain (dudtsi does actually contain all of these), though 
anything else may be offered as well – abundance and generosity are the ideas. If there is tsampa tsok, divide 
it into four parts – the top part is the tsok-pü (first offering); a slice of the left side is the dralwa; a slice of the 
right side is the lhagma (remainders); and the remaining portion is tsok for the practitioners to enjoy. Please 
see “Tsok Instructions” for more detail. 
 
Confession/Hundred Syllable Mantra (hat): Representing the sangha, perform three prostrations at the 
shrine center with one’s zen unfolded, making “deer’s ears” by holding tips of zen up in fists; refold zen and 
placing right hand over the left, bow slightly and request the tsok from the loppön and assembly with the 
"Tsok Zhu" recitation (Tsok kyi/ yo chyey nam/ jyin gyi lab ba la/ t’huk thay bar zhu"). There is no need to 
face directly to the loppön to request. For elaborate pujas, hold hat between hands (with right hand on top of 
left hand) after prostrations during request, and put on during activities. 
 
Cleansing and blessing the tsok substances (hat): Light a stick of incense, pick up bumdro from loppön’s 
table and return to the tsok table; with RAM (fire), wave incense over tsok with the Tibetan CHHA; with YAM 
(wind), wave bumdro feathers in the same manner; with KHAM (water), sprinkle two times with bumchu. Set 
incense aside or on the tsok. Taking the spoon from the tsok chang with you, replace the bumdro and take a 
little nang-chöd from the loppön’s table, sprinkling over tsok; then sprinkle a little tsok chang over the tsok. 
Together, this is called chu-chang-nang-sum. 
 
Invocation: You may light incense at the shrine or burn incense or sang around the shrine room. I recommend 
lighting incense at the shrine, but be sure to have incense burning. 
 
Kangwa (“Fulfillment”): sometimes during the kangwa (for example, with Lake-Born Vajra and Collection 
of Seven Treasures Drupchen), the five sense offerings (flower, incense, butter lamp, perfumed water and 
zhal-sé) and ting-shak (small cymbals) are passed to the line of lamas or practitioners in order ending with the 
ting-shak given to the umdzé. The loppön holds nang-chöd and plays damaru, so be sure not to give ting-shak 
to loppön. In the same order in which they were handed out, collect after seven recitations of "GURU DHEWA 

 
8 First offering and remainders plates have a sampling of all the tsok; the dralwa plate has a few pieces of meat with 
an unbroken biscuit 
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DAKINI RULU RULU HUNG JHYO HUNG" ending with collecting the ting-shak from the umdzé. During 
Drupchen, the gekö burns incense around the shrine room during the mantra repetition. 
 
Tsok-pü (First Offering) (hat): Hold up plate with sampling of tsok with burning incense towards shrine 
and place on the shrine at offering line (usually comes shortly before rolmo). Note that in the Mindroling 
tradition, there is no need to pour tsok chang onto the plate at this time as it has already been done for the 
entire tsok. Wear a hat while offering during elaborate pujas. 
 
Shakpa (Confession): In the Mindroling tradition, there is usually not a separate portion offered. Some 
sadhanas will have a separate shakpa offering, for instance Kyabje Dudjom Rinpoche’s Shitro Ngakso. In 
such a case, make an offering plate like the tsok pü with burning incense. Sometimes the five sensory offerings 
are held up here (see above note for Kangwa). 
 
Dralwa (Liberating Rudra): Often begun right after tsok pü (during shakpa), take the dralwa plate (third 
tsok portion or a few pieces of meat and an unbroken grain, such as a cookie or biscuit), which has been set 
aside from the consecrated tsok, to the loppön’s table along with a little rakta in spoon. Check that there is a 
lay-phur (activity phurba) at the table; if a lay-phur isn’t available, the loppön will use his or her dorje. Pour 
rakta on the dralwa just after the loppön recites, "SAMAYA SHUDDHE AH" (i.e., before "EH NRI TRI..." after 
the confession and before the “power of truth” if done as in Drupchen or other elaborate sadhanas). Return 
the rakta spoon to its place on the shrine. 
 
Pour men or nang-chöd on the dralwa with "OM AH HUNG" after the loppön performs liberating activity with 
the phurba (this is sometimes not written in the text, but the loppön will say it; shorter texts, such as Lake-
Born Vajra, combines parts – here, men is poured on directly after loppön does liberating activity). If there is 
a longer recitation following the liberation, hold the dralwa plate up in front of the shrine. Otherwise, put 
dralwa in the serkyem at the rolmo to be taken out later. In extensive versions, put a small piece of dralwa on 
the main torma, a piece on the general dharmapala offering torma (damchen chyi-tor), and a piece on the 
tsang-lhag (pure remainders) plate, as well as in the serkyem. 
 Rakta, the support of desire, brings the consciousnesses of enemies and obstructers to the lingka 
(effigy) or the meat and grain, which transforms into their body. The loppön liberates their consciousness with 
wrathful activity, transferring it to the state of the central yidam of the sadhana’s mandala. With the dudtsi, 
the body is transformed into inexhaustible nectar, becoming the feast for the Three Roots (Lama, Yidam and 
Dakini), and especially for the dharmapalas. 
 
Tsok offering: Following the repetition of a tsok offering verse (such as "Ying Kyi Bhendhar") and/or “Tsok 
Khang Dechen”, offer tsok (drink and food) to the lamas, beginning with the dorje loppön (place a piece of 
incense in the tsok plate – traditionally left burning on the tsok plate but may be removed after offering if the 
smoke bothers people). If singing a vajra song (tsok lü), hold up the tsok offering during this time in front of 
the loppön while singing. Holding the plate with food in the right hand (the support of masculine skillful 
means) and alcohol or drink in the left hand (the support of feminine wisdom), cross right over left and offer 
to the lama with the lotus mudra, reciting "Tsok gyi chöd pa gyen du rol" ("Delight in the tsok offering!"). If 
a tsok lu is recited, then it’s not necessary to say this, but it’s also okay to recite. This is the short version. The 
loppön will reply "Ah la la ho!" with the union mudra (kyu-gya) and vajra mudra, or just the vajra mudra, and 
taste the alcohol and then taste the food, if male. If loppön is female, she will first taste the food and then the 
alcohol. It is offered in the same way to both men and women.  
 
Sampa Nyur Drubma, Zhabten, other prayers: The chöpön or chö-yok may pass tsok chang and tsok now 
to everybody or wait until the end, according to the loppön’s wishes. If offering non-alcoholic drinks to 
monastic lamas, be sure to offer tsok chang to them; those who received alcohol do not need to receive 
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additional tsok chang, but it is also fine to offer both. In our sangha, we typically offer tsok-chang to everybody 
starting with the loppön. Collect remainders (tsok-lhag) from everyone, starting at the end of the line and 
ending with the Dorje Loppön. According to Kyabje Dudjom Rinpoche’s instructions, after first tasting the 
tsok, set aside your remainders portion before continuing to eat the tsok. In Tibetan this is, “Kyil-khor gi lhag 
(the mandala’s remainders), nal-jyor gi pü (the yogi’s first offering).” 
 
Lhagma (Remainders) (hat): Set tsang-lhag (pure remainders from the mandala) plate on a stand in the 
center aisle at the end of the line of practitioners (gral gsham), tsok-lhag or mé-lhag (impure remainders 
gathered from assembly) under or behind the khangsum on the floor. During the Heruka Prayer, perform three 
prostrations and request the remainders with the "Lhag-Zhu" ("Lhag tor/ jyin gyi lab ba la/ thuk thay bar zhu") 
with right hand over the left as in Tsok-Zhu. When using the hat for elaborate puja, hold hat between hands 
after prostrations (right hand above left hand with top of hat pointing to the front left), before reciting the 
request. Put on the hat for the activities. Pour tsok chang on tsang-lhag when loppön performs bhaga mudra 
(secret space mudra or "kha-sang gyi chyak gya") and then put food from tsang-lhag plate on tsok-lhag. With 
some extended rituals such as drupchen, take a piece of tsok-lhag with single-pointed vajra mudra and set on 
tsang-lhag one or three times during the appropriate recitation after pouring tsok chang on tsang-lhag. Then 
pour tsang-lhag on tsok-lhag. This may be done according to each sadhana’s instructions. Place a palbar torch 
or incense in lhagma and hold up with the garuda mudra (during Drupchen or other elaborate rituals, may set 
it on the khangsum until time to take out); offer outside at offering line or when loppön indicates, first bowing 
and stepping back slightly, then turning to the left (For all other offerings, there is not a “correct” way to turn, 
just according to circumstance; however, it’s usually practical to turn to the right and if there is more than one 
chöpön, you should all be clear which way you are turning so you don’t bump into each other.). Place the 
bowl in a high, clean place – do not toss out the remainders. Later, gently empty the contents in a pile in a 
clean place – do not scatter the remainders, as that is said to be a cause for separation and discord in the 
sangha. During personal retreats, collect the remainders to be put out at the end. During drupchen, remainders 
are collected under the southwest corner of the mandala to be put out on the last day. 
 
General Dharmapala Torma Offering (Concise Damchen Chyi-Tor) Conclusion (hat): During elaborate 
pujas, wear hat (only when holding the tormas in offering, not during preparation of the tormas). Hold up 
damchen chyi-tor with lit incense in the left hand and serkyem in right hand. When holding the serkyem with 
its base in one hand, hold the base with three fingers and grasp the cup with thumb and index finger so that it 
doesn’t fall. Take out at appropriate time (e.g., with concise Damchen Chyi-tor, at NGAR DZAD LEK PAI..., 
i.e., at the time of offering the torma, before requesting the activities) or when the loppön signals. During 
offerings (argham, padyam...) add a little saffron water and rice to the respective offering bowls (may do, but 
generally Lama Tharchin Rinpoche does not have the chöpön do this). Extensive dharmapala practices may 
have additional activities, such as sprinkling rakta and men on the torma at specific points. 
 
Chad-do and Tenma (hat): During elaborate pujas, wear hat (only when holding the tormas in offering, not 
during preparation of the tormas, and continue wearing through Stamping Dance). Holding the rakta spoon 
in the right hand and the men spoon in the left hand, in one continuous stream, first pour rakta on chad-do 
torma (to the right of tormas or serkyem) and then pour men on chad-do. Then, holding the men spoon with 
dudtsi in the left hand under the index and ring finger, over the middle finger with the bowl of the spoon to 
one’s left, hold tenma (to the left of tormas or serkyem) in the left palm at breast level, facing inwards; hold 
chad-do up in right hand facing outwards with lit incense in its front. If tormas are not available, you can 
substitute with ba-ling, rice or a little tsok in the serkyem. Take out at specified line or loppön will indicate 
when to take the tormas out (usually both during chad-do recitation). Set chad-do facing downhill or outwards 
from the shrine; rinse chad-do plate with men at the end of the chad-do recitation (during rolmo) and then 
rinse tenma with this rinse water from chad-do plate, repeating “OM AH HUNG” and set tenma facing uphill 
or inward towards the shrine. Wait until the end of tenma recitation (usually there is a second play of rolmo 
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after the first rolmo at the end of chad-do) to return to the shrine room. Place plates on top of each other face 
down on the floor near the entry to the shrine room, at the end of the line of practitioners (gral gsham) (and 
imagine that all obstructers are suppressed under the torma plates; on top of the plates, visualize Mt. Meru; 
the Power of Truth recitation brings the obstructers to the site; the Dance of Suppression liberates the 
obstructers). The chad-do plate will naturally be on top of the tenma plate when turned upside down because 
it is held under the tenma plate after the chad-do torma has been offered. Take the dorje from loppön after he 
does the mudra of “DZA HUNG BAM HO” with palm up holding it in your zen with right hand, and then with 
palm down, make a crossed seal on the plates in the cardinal directions. If it’s the final day of practice or a 
special occasion, leave the dorje on the plates through the “Dance of Suppression.” Otherwise, give dorje back 
to loppön immediately (traditionally walking behind the first line of practitioners to the loppön’s left, though 
this may not be practical in some shrine rooms) and offer the dorje palm up. Stand between the loppön and 
plates, facing away from loppön, towards the entry to the shrine room until the end of the “Stamping Dance” 
recitation. At the beginning of the rolmo, hold plates face up for loppön to put rice, then take away setting 
aside (no need to take out like a torma). 
 
Siddhis (Ngödrub) (hat): Wearing a hat and tra-kep (brocade piece) for elaborate pujas, hold siddhi 
substances up towards the shrine or in the center aisle or in front of the loppön. Pass during recitation of 
mantra first to the dorje loppön and then down the line to the assembly. When passing a substance to a lama, 
allow him or her to take it and receive blessings rather than the chöpön touching the lama with it or giving 
substances to the lama. In Drupchöd style, siddhis are received at this time (i.e., following protectors and 
before dissolution). Usually during retreat, the siddhi mantra is accumulated just after the usual mantra 
recitation. Then after reciting Tsok Offering Verse (e.g., Ying Kyi Bhendhar), recite the Hundred Syllable 
Mantra and receive siddhis before taking tsok. The exact time differs according to the specific sadhana. 
 
Final offerings and praise: Replenish the offerings by adding saffron water and rice to the respective offering 
bowls in order. 
 
Confession / Hundred Syllable Mantra: Do three prostrations in the center aisle as confession for the 
assembly. 
 
Auspicious prayers (tashi): Pass rice to the assembly to be offered at this time if not already set out. 
 
Miscellaneous: 
 
Order of implements on lama’s table: 
 
 nang-chöd/bell/dorje/bumpa/damaru/dru-tse (rice)/thun-por (gugul,mustard seed)/dab-phurba/yabtar 
 
 Dorje Loppön 
 
Before session: Check that everything is clean and well-arranged, that the lama implements are in order, shrine 
is set up (fill offering bowls, light candles and incense, black tea or alcohol in clean serkyem), instruments are 
in place, saffron water in the bumpa (up to neck, 2/3 full – 1/3 empty to symbolize the dharmakaya), alcohol 
and dudtsi in men kapala (2/3 full) and nang-chöd (1/2 full because it’s picked up & might spill), black tea in 
rakta (2/3 full), and tormas are finished and set in order on the shrine. Also check for saffron rice, mustard 
seed, gugul on lama’s table, incense, charcoal, sang, lighters, extra black tea, and so on for puja, at the shrine. 
 
Opening the shrine: When opening the shrine, clean bowls with soft white cloth; while reciting the water 
offering verse, fill bowls from the shrine’s right to left (our left to right when facing the shrine), rinsing with 
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a little water from one to the next (traditional, but not necessary); fill without spilling with a thin stream of 
water to the length of one rice grain from the top; the bowls should be in a straight line, evenly spaced one 
rice grain’s length apart, although in practice it is good to balance the distance with the space on the shrine. 
In the evening, empty bowls in the opposite order, stacking one aside the other. Recite the butter lamp offering 
prayer, lighting candles from shrine right to left (do not light lamps in the offering bowls); light incense at the 
shrine (do not light the incense in the offering bowls); pour black tea or alcohol in the serkyem to a little 
overflowing for the dharmapala offering. See “The Vajrayana Shrine” by Lama Tharchin Rinpoche for more 
detail and “A Collection of Offering Prayers.” 
 
Incense: When using sticks of incense in offerings or tormas, do not cut the incense short. Offerings should 
be free from dirtiness or impurity and from stinginess. When you cut incense into short pieces for offering, 
this is related to being stingy. Kyabje Dudjom Rinpoche made a special stick of incense for Shenpa offerings 
that would burn down to a point precisely the length of the Shenpa Chyen-dren, so it would burn for only a 
short time. I don’t know how Kyabje Rinpoche did this – it was quite amazing. But still the incense stick itself 
was not short.  
 
Tormas: When taking protectors’ tormas and remainders bowl out, light a piece of incense or palbar torch in 
the front of the torma or bowl first (not done with kartor or gektor). Remove incense before offering the torma 
or setting it on the shelf. This is done particularly at night, but may be done during the day as well. The reason 
for this practice is that many beings and protectors have poisonous breath or poisonous eyes and so on, which 
can be harmful if touched directly. By putting a flame on the front of the torma, it alerts them to your presence 
and they can move out of the way. 
 
Hats: There are specific times that the chöpön wears a hat during ceremonies. For activities where a hat is 
worn, do not put it on while setting up for an offering. Put it on just before offering and generally take it off 
right after. 
 
Substances: The following have their essence mixed with alcohol: mother dudtsi, ngödrub dzay, and wang 
dzay. Būm dzay is mixed with saffron water. Rakta So-Nga is mixed with black tea. Tsé-dzay may be mixed 
with alcohol or water. 
 
Palbar Torches: use cotton ball on bamboo skewer; to make it light more easily, may light first and extinguish, 
or dip in wax or oil. 
 
When handing something to the dorje loppön, it is customary to use the right hand symbolically supported by 
the left. Offer the front side of whatever is being handed to the loppön. In general, pick up and hold things 
with the right hand with a vajra fist. It is good to use your zen or a khata as a covering for your bare hand. 
Traditionally, chöpöns also cover their mouths with a khata or their zen when approaching the loppön, but we 
do not generally do this except for special circumstances, such as during empowerments. 
 
In the Mindroling tradition, the shrine usually sits opposite the lamas. Prostrations are generally done to the 
lamas or to their empty thrones. They may also be done to the Guru Rinpoche statue, and so on. 
 
 
 
 
 
Prepared under the guidance of Lama Tharchin Rinpoche by Pema Dechen, June 1994-2013. 


